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XPE FOLDABLE PLAYMAT

Mainstream size 

2 X 1.5 m X 0.8 cm
2 X 1.8 m X 0.8 cm
2 X 1.5 m X 1 cm
2 X 1.8 m X 1 cm
Maximum thickness:2.5cm, Wrap the edge,Covered with cloth
Top color film, non-fading, non-wrinkling

nonw-woven pack bag

Fabric covered,more comfortable

Easy tii clean

Edge wrapped decor
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TLT-002

Specification 
One single button adusted, easy in and out of bed, no need to adjust 
both all.
Robust 210D linen fabric plus cartoon printed net, protect and 
please baby, can be customized colors
Food class PP plastic parts, more good PP materials than 02
Pure steel made tubes, light and robust, 0.7mm think.
80cm Tall, 23 heights settings can be chose. Match all beds.
Upper bar can be adjusted to lower than bed, avoiding 
transformation from sitting.

Double Button Co-adjusted, 100% safe
Robust 210D oxford fabric plus cartoon printed net, protect and please 
baby
Food class PP plastic parts
Having extra bags to contain small things, such as milk bottle, toy, food 
wrap and etc
Pure steel made tubes, light and robust, 0.7mm think.
80cm Tall, 5 heights settings can be chose. Match all beds.

Horizontal folding, suitable for baby cots, ordinary adult beds.    
Easy to get up and down.
Folds inside the bed.
Simple assembly (just connect the base below to complete the assembly)
28 gears can be raised and lowered, and the height can be adjusted 
according to different mattress thicknesses.
Lightweight and easy to carry.

Easy assembly, no tool installation
Bed rails can be turned down, convenient access
Suitable for all bed types
Cloth cover is machine washable and removeable
Large loading quantity
Four size for your choice 

Alumunium barrier post, 6063 materials, made for premium class
Patented New Design,  with safety button, invoid mistaken operteration
Belt wrapping structure to fix the bed rail, more easier and save the 
screws into bed base
One end lowered to bottom, no clear rack on the mattress, beautiful and 
convenient
Can be used as bed rail and playpen both, on the bed or off the bed
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